1. Object. The object of this paper is to present sets of postulates for abelian groups and fields in terms of the non-associative (and non-commutative) operations "-" and "/", the inverses of "+" and "X" in a field. The postulates will thus treat directly the properties of the inverse operations in a field, properties important from the standpoint of operations in general, but perhaps not sufficiently emphasized in the usual treatment of groups and fields. Three sets of postulates will be given for fields. In each set, the postulates free from "/", taken by themselves, will form a set of postulates for abelian groups. Unlike other sets of postulates for fields known to me, the sets offered contain no (unconditioned) existence proposition other than one demanding that the class contain at least two elements. The consistency, necessariness, and sufficiency of the postulates are established by the usual methods. The postulates will be found to be simple and "natural".
2. Postulates (F) for fields. A class K of elements will be a (non-trivial) field with respect to a pair of binary operations " -", "/" UK, -, / satisfy the postulates N, S1-S3, Di-D6 following:
N. K contains at least two distinct elements. Hence, Postulates (F) are consistent.
The properties given by Postulates (F) are seen to be properties of "subtraction" and "division" in a field. Hence, Postulates (F) are necessary for a field.
Finally, Postulates (F) are mutually independent. The independence-systems are given by the table below. The systems in this table are all arithmetic. Some of the systems are modular, the modulus being enclosed in parentheses following the operations. A system contradicting a postulate P is lettered P. The independence- 
4. Theorems. The theorems Tx-T22 following are derivable from Postulates (F). They will establish the sufficiency of Postulates (F) for fields.
Ti. a = b-(b-a). In Theorems T9-Ti6 and in Definitions 4, 5, 6 following, unless told otherwise, it is supposed that the elements indicated are all in K, i.e. (D3, D4) , it is supposed that no "divisor" is 0. In the proofs of the theorems, "Hypothesis" will refer to this supposition. The sufficiency of (A) for abelian groups follows from N, T6-T8.* The proof of the sufficiency of (A') and of (A") is left to the reader, f * Compare E. V. Huntington, Two definitions of an abelian group by sets of independent postulates, these Transactions, vol. 4 (1903) , p. 27. f Since the above was written, two papers by David G. Rabinow have appeared: Independent sets of postulates for abelian groups and fields in terms of the inverse operations, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 59 (1937) , pp. 211-224; Note on the definition of fields by independent postulates in terms of the inverse operations, ibid., pp. 385-392. In the first of these papers the author recapitulates his results in an earlier paper, entitled Independent set of postulates for a group in terms of the inverse operation, offered to the Bulletin of the Society about May 6, 1936. This is the paper of Rabinow's to which I referred in my first footnote. The results in this paper differ little from those in Ward's paper (cited above). As far as I know, the paper has not yet been published. Rabinow's two Journal papers are closely related to mine. (In the first paper, the postulates for abelian groups are precisely my set (A"), without my Postulate N and without the restrictions on the elements in my T1; Tj.) In neither paper is there reference to Ward's paper or to mine (Abstract 42-5-133, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society).
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